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Abstract: Metabolomics is a technology that generates large amounts of data and contributes to
obtaining wide and integral explanations of the biochemical state of a living organism. Plants are
continuously affected by abiotic stresses such as water scarcity, high temperatures and high salinity,
and metabolomics has the potential for elucidating the response-to-stress mechanisms and develop
resistance strategies in affected cultivars. This review describes the characteristics of each of the
stages of metabolomic studies in plants and the role of metabolomics in the characterization of the
response of various plant species to abiotic stresses.
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1. Introduction

Global agriculture is threatened by climate change as variations in rainfall, heat waves
and global CO2 levels are responsible for several types of abiotic stresses causing a negative
impact on food production [1]. Production losses of about 50% have occurred due to abiotic
stress [2] and the study of crops capable of withstanding abiotic stress is considered a
priority [3,4]. The characterization of the effects and biochemical responses caused by
abiotic stresses in different crops can contribute to understand the mechanisms of plant
resistance to stress and favor the development of appropriate stress mitigation strategies
including the development of abiotic stress resistant crops [4,5]. Among several alternatives,
metabolomics—the study of the metabolites present in a biological system—is considered a
key tool for assessing biochemical changes occurring in plants affected by abiotic stress [6].

Metabolomics is considered a fundamental branch of systems biology [7] and a pow-
erful tool to investigate the response of organisms to external factors at the metabolite
level [8–11]. Metabolomics is essential for understanding chemical signals as plants grow
and develop [12]. However, the full importance of metabolomics for assessing plant re-
sponses to stress is difficult to estimate because, unlike the transcriptome and proteome,
the metabolome is not necessarily associated with the plant genome [11].

Metabolites, analyzed by metabolomics, are defined as small molecules developed or
modified during cellular metabolism [8]. The orderly identification and quantification of
metabolites can provide the chemical fingerprint of a phenotype [13] and the biochemical
response of an organism to specific conditions [14].
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Plants process a wide variety of primary and secondary metabolites with diverse
chemical structures. Primary metabolites are essential for plant growth and development,
but secondary metabolites have more specific purposes and both types of metabolites are
part of plant stress response mechanisms [15]. Primary metabolites, including amino acids,
sugars, and lipids, have highly conserved structures, but secondary metabolites, such as
alkaloids, polyphenols, and terpenoids, are more diverse and can vary greatly among plant
species [15,16]. With current metabolomics tools, about 14,000 plant metabolites can be
identified, although more than 200,000 molecules are expected in plant samples [11].

Large-scale metabolomic studies have made it possible for researchers to obtain a
wealth of global data on metabolites and relevant metabolic pathways in an unprece-
dented manner [17]. Metabolomics has evolved into a powerful tool in many research
areas, such as molecular epidemiology, toxicity assessment, biomarker discovery and
identification [14–18] and plant research [12,17]. Currently, metabolomics has ventured
into broader studies such as functional metabolomics, which is responsible for investigat-
ing the functions of specific metabolites [19]. Metabolomics has also been responsible for
improving crop yield and quality [11,17,20]; and the fusion of metabolomics with other
technologies related to genetic modification, transcriptomics, proteomics and quantitative
genetics have boosted plant breeding [17]. Additionally, metabolomics has forayed into
the observation of morphological, phenotypic and physiological responses of plants to
environmental perturbations and interactions with other organisms [21].

The main objective of this review was to describe current advances in metabolomic
analysis and the contributions of metabolomic tools to understanding the plant response-
to-abiotic-stress mechanisms. Special emphasis is placed on state-of-the-art technologies
applied to separate, identify and quantify metabolites and asses the metabolic changes
suffered by plants under abiotic stress.

2. Metabolomics Analyses

Metabolomic analyses are commonly classified as directed or undirected. Directed
metabolomics consists of targeted analyses focusing on the identification and quantification
of as many metabolites as possible within a specific chemical group, whereas undirected
metabolomics is aimed at detecting as many metabolite groups as possible to achieve
patterns or fingerprints, with or without identification of the detected molecules.

The study of metabolites requires the use of various processes that incorporate aspects
of chemistry, biochemistry, bioinformatics and statistics [13]. Depending on the research ob-
jective, both directed and undirected metabolomic studies involve various steps including
experimental design and sample preparation as well as metabolite extraction, derivation,
separation and detection followed by data analysis [22].

2.1. Design of Experiments

Experimental design (DoE) is an essential part in metabolomic studies. The goal of
DoE is to obtain reliable data that lead us to appropriate conclusions while minimizing
errors [23]. The objective of DoE is to allow researchers to understand the impact of
independent factors on the studied variables [23].

Several sources of variation in metabolomics and related studies can be found during
sample collection, storage and preparation, analysis, and data pre-treatment [24]. Therefore,
the essence of planning metabolomic-based research is to account for all the potential
sources of variation that could alter the assessment of a biological hypothesis, such as plant
development stage, treatments, sample preparation stage (e.g., harvesting, transport and
extraction protocol), analytical platform (e.g., LC-MS, GC- MS, nuclear magnetic resonance)
or statistical analysis [25].

The application of design of experiments (DoE) can take into account the combined
effect of several external factors and has been suggested as a strategy for the design of
new protocols for metabolomic studies [23]. Therefore, DoE strategies have been used to
assess the effect on the metabolome of the external factors involved in sample preparation
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(sample grinding and temperature) as well as metabolite extraction (extraction solvent
and temperature) [23], separation and detection (mobile phases, temperature, and other
instrumental conditions) [26]. As a result, the experimental conditions that maximize the
number and concentration of metabolites while minimizing the errors can be selected.
The most-used DoE in protocol development for metabolomics include the Box–Behnken
Design, Central Composite Design, D-optimal Design, Factorial Designs, and Plackett–
Burma Design, among others. A comprehensive review on DoEs applied to metabolomics
can be found in the literature [23]. The best known DOE is factorial design. This design has
been used to assess reducing sugars, lipids and chlorogenic acids in Coffea arabica [27]. If the
number of experiments is very high a fractional factorial design can be used. Similarly, the
Plackett–Burman design may be more appropriate in the absence of interactions between
the independent variables [23] and has allowed the improvement of the extraction protocol
(particle size of the ground tissue, the extraction time and the ethanol content in the
solvents) of metabolites from Ginkgo biloba L.

Most metabolomic studies focusing on plant abiotic stress have followed a balanced
one-way design as only one stress variable has been assessed in each study [28–31]. In
the one-way designs, the stress variable has been evaluated at two (control vs. stress)
or more (control and various levels of the stress factor) levels. For instance, the effect of
drought stress in the host’s metabolome has usually been evaluated using a control vs.
stress design [32–34], whereas various salt concentrations have been used to assess the
effect of salinity in the plant’s metabolome [35,36]. In both cases, the studies have been
balanced as the same number of individuals has been evaluated at each level of stress.
Special care should be taken to assure that all individuals are maintained under the exact
same environmental conditions during the study.

2.2. Replication and Randomization

Choosing the right number of technical and biological replicates is important for
performing a powerful statistical test and executing an adequate biological interpretation
of the results [22]. The technical replicates manage to assess protocol or instrumental
variations, while biological replicates provide information about the natural variation of the
individuals tested and are crucial for inferring significant differences among treatments [37].
Biological replicates must be specific to the study population and research conditions [22].
The minimum suggested number of replicates for metabolomic analysis is six, but the
statistical power should be estimated before conducting metabolomic research in order to
establish an adequate sample size [8,22]. In general, research under controlled conditions
usually generates lower variability and requires a smaller sample size than field studies.
However, power analysis is often excluded and sample size is usually restricted by the
number of available individuals or greenhouse space. Statistical power estimation can
be carried out through preliminary tests using a small number of samples or comparable
literature data [38,39]. Methods for power analysis and sample size estimation are discussed
in the literature [38] and various packages such as MetSizeR have been developed for
sample size estimation [40]. One common strategy to reduce the biological variability and
avoid outlier effects is sample compositing [37]. Typically, three or more samples can be
combined before analysis, avoiding interferences resulting from individual plants while
focusing on the general effect caused by the treatment or independent variables [41].

Randomization is crucial to decreasing experimental error and biological versatility,
as well as preserving sample homogeneity [22,37]. If working under supervised environ-
mental circumstances, such as in a growth chamber, plants must be rotated during the
duration of the investigation in order to balance any alteration in the magnitude of light or
ventilation that could modify their metabolism and the data progression [37]. For plants
grown in a greenhouse or field, randomization should account for environmental diversity
such as differences in landscape, soil fertility or drainage [37]. Therefore, it is necessary
to record all the changes perceived in the study area and incorporate them as metadata
for analysis [42]. When complete randomization is not possible, a common strategy is to
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arrange the plants in the form of homogeneous blocks and assess the independent variables
within each block [22].

2.3. Sampling and Metabolite Quenching

Sampling steps, such as harvesting and rapid freezing, are a critical prior step to
obtaining metabolomic data [22]. Depending on the magnitude of the experiment, it is
important to train a large team of operators in order to decrease the harvest time. The
training should take into account the number and location of samples as well as how
and when to carry out the harvest, taking into account that both primary and secondary
metabolites may change obeying natural cycles [43]. After harvesting, expedited metabolite
quenching is of utmost importance, particularly for the evaluation of metabolites with
high regeneration rates such as glycolytic intermediates and sugar phosphates [44,45].
Temperature and water-content reduction are the most common metabolite-quenching
strategies. Temperature reduction can be achieved by flash-freezing the samples under
liquid nitrogen immediately after the harvest. Alternatively, dry ice can be used dur-
ing transport prior to the use of liquid nitrogen. Then, samples can be stored frozen at
−80 ◦C until analysis [8]. Another metabolite-quenching strategy is moisture reduction
by lyophilization [46]]. Lyophilization—aka freeze-drying—eliminates most of the water
needed for the development of biochemical reactions while maintaining the sample under
freezing temperatures. Additionally, sample drying reduces the variability caused by
differences in the water content of plants [47] and might be a mandatory step prior to
assessing metabolome changes in plants under water-affecting conditions such as various
abiotic stresses [47]. Other drying strategies, such as the use of silica gel, for sample trans-
portation from areas where both liquid nitrogen and dry ice are not accessible have been
implemented [48]. However, sample drying is not recommended in experiments in which
little or no water-content variability is expected as volatile metabolites can be lost and
the extraction efficiency can be reduced due to metabolite adsorption to cell walls during
dying [47].

In general, most metabolomic studies in plants have carried out metabolite quenching
by means of liquid nitrogen for short term sample transport and freezing at −80 ◦C for ex-
tended storage. Samples for a flavonoid-targeted profiling through liquid chromatography
photodiode array mass spectrometry (LC-PDA-MS) in Arabidopsis thalia were immediately
frozen with liquid nitrogen after collection and then kept at−80 ◦C, until use [49]. Similarly,
leaf samples of Brachystegia boehmii (Miombo) and Colophospermum mopane (Mopane) were
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C until freeze-drying, then analyzed using
GC-TOF-M [48]. In bananas, the metabolic profiles of dwarf plants and plants infected
with cucumber mosaic virus were compared by GC-MS, using leaves collected into liquid
nitrogen and analyzed immediately upon arrival [50]. Similarly, rice samples were frozen
with liquid nitrogen prior to metabolic profiling by gas chromatography coupled to elec-
tron impact ionization time-of-flight ionization mass spectrometry to assess plant repair
mechanisms following drought and heat stress.

2.4. Metabolite Extraction

The metabolite extraction aims to maximize the number and abundance of the com-
pounds in a sample [51]. The extraction should be achieved without altering the chemical
structure of the molecules while maintaining the metabolite levels [52]. As the number of
metabolites in plants is very large and encompasses a diversity of compounds, there is no
single protocol capable of extracting the metabolome of vegetable samples and various
solvents and combinations should be assessed. Hydrophilic metabolites are extracted
with polar solvents such as methanol or a combination of methanol and water whereas
nonpolar solvents such as chloroform are used to extract lipophilic metabolites [53,54]. The
combination of chloroform, methanol and water is the most-used option as this combina-
tion of solvents allows to separate both hydrophilic and lipophilic metabolites in a single
extraction [26,55,56]. It is valuable to carry out prior studies on the characteristics of the
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solvents used in the extraction of metabolites. Particularities to take into account are the
solvent/sample ratio, duration and temperature of extraction [44,57].

Metabolite extraction of grapevine leaves was carried out using a solution of methanol,
chloroform and water in a 2.5:1:1 ratio prior to metabolic profiling using liquid chromatog-
raphy/mass spectrometry [58]. Isopropanol was used as an extraction solvent for woody
tree species in an untargeted metabolite profiling study on LC-MS and high-performance
liquid chromatography [59]. Similarly, 90% methanol was used to study other tree using
liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry and ultra-performance liquid chro-
matography [59].

2.5. Derivatization

Derivatization is a method in which a chemical compound is transformed at one or
more of its functional groups by reaction with a derivative reagent to produce a chemically
related product [60]. In plant metabolomics, derivatization is usually used before the
separation of metabolites by gas chromatography (GC) [51]. In this case, the purpose
of derivatization is to decrease polarity, improve thermal balance and volatility, weaken
adsorption of analytes in the GC system and enrich the detector response, thereby getting a
better definition of the peaks and greater detection efficiency when compared to underiva-
tized metabolites [8]. One of the disadvantages of this process is the formation of artifacts
associated with the derivatization agent used [61,62].

Derivatization is a two-step operation: (1) change of the carbonyl group (aldehyde
or ketone) in an oxime or methoxyamine with the purpose of restricting monosaccharide
tautomerism [26]; (2) silylation, to increase volatility, consisting in the reaction of functional
groups with active hydrogens (such as H, COOH, NH and SH) with C3H10Si (trimethylsi-
lane) products, thus obtaining minimally polar and more-thermostable trimethylsilyl (TMS)
groups [63]. The most-used reagents for the silylation process with plant samples are, N-methyl-
trimethylsilyltrifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) and N, O-bis-trimethylsilyltrifluoroacetamide (BSTFA).

MSTFA has been the most popular choice for derivatization. MSTFA was used to
assess the metabolic profiles of maize leaves, subjected to drought, heat and combined
stress, on GC-MS [64], In another culture the influence of respiration pathways using
branched-chain amino acids after water shortage in Arabidopsis thaliana was determined
using MSTF prior to by GC-MS analysis [65]. Similarly, derivatization of Triticeae and Citrus
species was performed at 37 ◦C for two hours in methoxyamine hydrochloride followed by
trimethylsilylation with MSTFA [66].

2.6. Separation and Detection

After metabolite extraction, techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC), gas chro-
matography (GC) or capillary electrophoresis (CE) are applied to separate each metabolite
present in the sample matrix [67]. Chromatography-based techniques such as LC and GC
are the most used for plant metabolomics and can achieve high separation efficiency of
metabolites with different degrees of polarities and volatility. On the other hand, CE has
been recommended to separate metabolites according to their mass to charge ratio (m/z).
Among LC techniques, high performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) has been
widely used due to its simplicity and low cost [67]. Similar techniques are high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC),
both used for the analysis of semipolar, polar and hydrophilic analytes [67].

After metabolites are separated, detection, quantification and identification are the
usual follow up steps. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [68] and mass spectrometry
(MS) are the most used detection techniques in metabolomics [69]. Particularly, MS devices
can be coupled to LC, GC or CE separation equipment into one single system, allowing
metabolite separation and detection in a single run. The advantages and disadvantages
of the combined platforms are summarized in Table 1. The detailed fundamentals and
applications of each technology were described in previous reviews [70,71].
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The GC-MS combination has been used the most for plant metabolomics [8,9] and has
shown a highly efficient separation of metabolites as well as high resolution, sensitivity and
reproducibility [72], partially achieved thanks to the electron ionization (EI) of metabolites
in the MS section [9,61]. Although GC-MS can mostly be applied for the analysis of volatile
and thermostable compounds, these kinds of metabolites are highly abundant in plant
samples and can provide relevant information about the physiological state of plants. Thus,
GC-MS has been used to characterize the response of various plant species to drought [65]
and heat stress [6], among other abiotic conditions. Similarly, plant metabolomics based
on Gas Chromatography-Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (GC-TOF-MS) has been used
in the metabolic analysis of forest species under abiotic and biotic stress [73] providing
impressive precision and mass resolution [74]. GC-MS has also been used to estimate the
metabolite fluxes in plants [75,76].

The LC-MS combination can be used to assess the compounds not detectable by GC-
MS, including thermolabile, polar and high molecular weight plant metabolites without the
need for derivatization [9,77]. Metabolite separation is carried out thanks to a stationary
phase incorporated into a column; the generally preferred types of columns are reversed
phase, porous graphite carbon (PGC), anion exchange (AEC) and hydrophilic interaction
chromatography (HILIC). These columns enable the separation of plant metabolites based
on their interaction with the column matrix [24,63]. PGC, AEC and HILIC options are
intended for the analysis of polar metabolites characteristic of the plant metabolome [9,10].
After separation, the metabolites are ionized by various techniques. Electrospray ionization
(ESI) is the most widely applied [78,79] and has been used for a wide range of metabolites
such as amino acids, organic acids, sugars and phospholipids [45,80]. Additionally, chemi-
cal ionization at atmospheric pressure (APCI) has also been used for nonpolar metabolites
such as carotenoids and carotenoid esters [81]. Ionized metabolites are then detected by
the MS. A targeted metabolic study in Epimedium pubescens using LC-MS was carried out
to investigate the composition of leaf metabolites [82]. Similarly, a non-targeted metabolite
profiling study used LC-MS to assess plant and root samples of six gentians (G. gelida,
G. septemfida, Gentiana asclepiadea, G. cruciata, G. paradoxa, G. pneumonanthe) grown in the
Caucasus [83]. The metabolic profile of various types of medical cannabis was assessed by
LC-MS to identify phytocannabinoids [84].

CE is a non-chromatographic platform that has allowed the detection of an increased
variety of metabolites, with shorter run times, less sample volume and minimal-to-no
use of solvents when compared to traditional LC strategies [85,86]. Additionally, CE is
capable of detecting metabolites that usually dissipate in the derivatization steps required
by GC-MS [9]. During a CE run, metabolite separation is achieved by their m/z ratio and
detection can be performed by MS. Plant diseases [51] have been characterized by CE.
CE-MS has been applied to the study of changes in the primary metabolism of tobacco
leaves according to their geographical location [84] and to quantifying organic acids in
coffee seeds [85]. Similarly, the most abundant sugars in mature and young leaves, fruits
and roots of grapevine were assessed using CE [87]. However, the low sensitivity [88] and
poor reproducibility [89] of CE has minimized the use of this platform in plant research.

NMR is a non-disintegrating fingerprint technology that manages to reveal different
classes of metabolites regardless of their size, charge, volatility or stability [50]. Addi-
tionally, NMR provides structural information for an unquestionable identification of
metabolites [9,90]. Sample preparation for NMR is fast and easy, while the instrument
shows high reproducibility [91,92]. However, due to its limited sensitivity [17,93], NMR-
supported plant metabolomics have only achieved the detection and quantification of
highly abundant metabolites [92,94] and potentially valuable metabolites present in re-
duced concentrations have not be detected by NMR [95].
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Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of techniques used in metabolomics studies.

Technique Advantage Disadvantage References

Gas chromatography coupled
with mass spectrometry

(GC-MS)

Efficient separation of metabolites.
High resolution.

Detection and quantification of metabolites,
including low concentrations.

Highly reproducible.

Analysis of volatile and
thermostable metabolites.

It is necessary to derivatize
the samples.

[72,96]

Gas chromatography coupled
to time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (GC-TOF-MS)

Greater accuracy in mass measurement.
High homework periods.

Fast operating time.
Better sample profit.

High cost. [97]

Liquid chromatography
coupled with mass

spectrometry (LC-MS)

Remarkable additional technology for GC-MS.
Identifies specific metabolites.

Distinguishes thermolabile, polar metabolites
and high molecular weight compounds without

derivatization.
Can choose column and retention mechanism.

Identifies amino acids, organic acids, sugars, and
phospholipids.

Each study group establishes
its own library. [98,99]

Ultra high performance liquid
chromatography coupled with

mass spectrometry
(UHPLC-MS)

Determines complex samples thanks to its speed,
efficiency, sensitivity and selectivity.

Improved high resolution UHPLC, higher peak
efficiency, fast separations and lower solvent

consumption when compared to common HPLC.

Long analysis time. [100]

Liquid chromatography-
quadrupole-mass

spectrometry (LC-Q-MS)

Performs qualitative and quantitative analysis
By performing qualitative analysis, allows for
obtaining information on the structure of the

metabolite
Quantify compounds.

Restricted only to ions present
within an exclusive nominal

mass unit range.
[101–103]

Triple quadrupole liquid
chromatography coupled to

mass spectrometry
(LC-QQQ-MS)

Selects ions to collide and analyze the fragments.
Detects the primary and secondary ion.

Accurate, sensitive and comprehensive ion
detection.

Features high quantitative reproducibility
compared to tandem mass spectrometry

Approves the passage of a
specific mass ion category [103]

Liquid chromatography-
quadrupole-time of

flight-mass spectrometry
(LC-Q-TOF-MS)

Superior mass resolution and detection
sensitivity.

Accurately measures the mass.
Higher qualitative capacity for fragment ions.

Low abundance ions can be
difficult to identify.

Difficulty setting up large
mass spectrum libraries.

[99,104]

Matrix-assisted
laser-desorption and

ionization time-of-flight mass
spectroscopy

(MALDI-TOF-MS)

Flexible technique for the analysis of biological
samples containing proteins.

Fast and particularly economical in terms of
reagent use and time required for sample

processing
Used for plant breeding

Difficulty setting up large
mass spectrum libraries.

Each study group establishes
its own library.

[105]

Capillary electrophoresis
coupled to mass spectrometry

(CE-MS)

Does not require the derivatization step as in
GC-MS.

Analyzes the important metabolites from the
physiological point of view.

Analysis is very fast, efficient, low consumption
of sample and reagents.

Requires minimal sample preparation.

Quantitative analysis by CE is
critical, it depends on several

factors.
[106,107]

Nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (NMR)

Relative ease of sample preparation.
Quantify metabolites
High reproducibility

Non-destructive technique
Select and detect isotopes

limited sensitivity.
Detects and quantifies large

metabolites.
[91]

There is no single ideal technique that can span the entire metabolome of a biological
system. Nevertheless, taking into account the objective of each investigation, a combination
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of techniques would provide significant data to understand the behavior of an organism
and/or cell. The study [108] related the uses of GC-MS, LC-MS and GC-QTOF-MS to assess
the metabolic pathways associated to the synthesis of fatty acids in Physaria fendleri. The
combination of LC and GC has been the preferred choice, as both techniques complement
each other by characterizing non-volatiles and volatile metabolites, respectively. LC-MS
and GC-MS were used to study the contents of metabolites and hormones in rice plants
subjected to drought stress [109]. Moreover, the quantitative profile of phytohormones
and other metabolites was studied in barley roots subjected to salinity stress using GC-
MS and LC-MS [110]. Likewise, the combination GC-TOF-MS and LC-q-TOF-MS was
used to determine the metabolic profile of Arabidopsis thaliana affected by the combination
of glutathione under mild oxidative stress and low phosphorus content [110]. Table 2
summarizes the technologies and tools commonly used to study abiotic stress in plants.

3. Data Treatment

The data generated during metabolomic studies usually integrate retention or mi-
gration times, m/z ratios and intensity values for each detected peak. Background noise
can also be present due to column carry-overs or instrumental electronic noise. Similarly,
a metabolite’s retention times and intensities can vary from run to run and need to be
corrected prior to statistical analysis. Therefore, metabolomic data analysis involves a
series of steps including data conversion, noise reduction, feature detection, retention time
alignment, intensity normalization, metabolite identification and quality control [111–114].

Data transformation consists of the conversion of the instrument’s file format to more
general formats that allow the use of standalone data analysis software. NetCDF and
mzXML are the most widely applied file configurations for storing hyphenated MS data
and the software associated to most MS instruments can transform their generated data into
either NetCDF or mzXML [115]. After conversion, noise elimination, metabolite detection,
alignment and quantification are usually carried out by ad-hoc software such as Thermo
Scientific’s SIEVE [13] as well as free software packages like XCMS [116] or MZmine 2 [117].
Finally, metabolite intensities need to be normalized. The purpose of normalization is
to decrease the variability caused by the inequality in the concentrations of the sample
as well as analytical errors affecting the intensity of the detected peaks [118]. The most-
applied normalization method is the use of an internal standard added to the sample prior
to metabolite extraction. Metabolite data is then mathematically normalized to assure
homogenous levels of the internal standard across the sample [11]. For this, the internal
standard used should be compatible with the analysis platform and must not interfere with
the metabolite profile of the samples. If this is not possible, other normalization methods
can be applied, including the use of the total area [119] normalization to a uniformly
detected metabolite, or the application of probabilistic methods [120], among others. A
detailed review on normalization strategies for metabolomics can be found elsewhere [121].
Normalization to the total area allowed the development of predictive metabolite-based
models for the detection of banana somaclonal variants [50].

4. Statistical Analysis

A wide variety of statistical procedures or techniques have been used in metabolomics [13].
The classical approach involves both multivariate and univariate analyses to assess a
treatment effect on the overall metabolite profile and individual metabolites, respectively.

Multivariate analyses aims to reduce the dimensionality associated to the number
of variables (metabolites) and assess the differences in the metabolite profile between the
research groups. In this way, the metabolites contributing the most to the group’s separation
can be obtained [122]. The most-applied multivariate techniques in plant metabolomics
are Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Partial Least Squares (PLS) and Partial Least
Squares with Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA).

PCA reduces the data dimensionality into individual components explaining part of
the total samples variance. Sample grouping can be observed in a two or three axis score
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plot while the contribution of individual metabolites to the grouping is usually shown in a
two-axis loading plot. Alternatively, both the score and loading plots can be combined into
a single biplot [123]. PCA has been used to evaluate potential metabolites and biological
pathways involved in the Pb and Cd stress response of radish roots [124]. PCA was
also used for the analysis of the metabolism of Arabidopsis thaliana, under the effect of
the combination of glutathione, mild oxidative stress and low phosphorus content [125].
Similarly, PCA was used to study the combined protective responses of drought and heat
activation in Eucalyptus globulus that are not activated when subjected to drought or heat
stress alone [125].

PLS aims to reduce the dimensionality of the data while maximizing the relationship
between the metabolite levels and the treatments [126]. For this, PLS estimates the covari-
ance between the independent variables X (metabolomic data) and the dependent variable
Y (treatments) and produces a predictive model [126,127]. The PLS-DA is an extension of
PLS applied when the treatment variable is categorical instead of continuous. PLS-DA has
been used to observe metabolic differences between invasive alien plants in native and
invaded habitats, enabling statistical separation of the species under study [128]. In another
research, PLS-DA was used for biomarker recognition of natural groups of fermented
aqueous extracts of Viscum album L. [129]. In the same aspect, PLS-DA was applied to
recognize a distinct pattern of 51 species, based on the leaves, stems and relative phylogeny
in the metabolome of three plant families Rosaceae, Asteraceae and Fabaceae [130].

Univariate techniques have also commonly been used in metabolomic studies to
assess the significant accumulation of metabolites after the treatment [131]. Additionally,
univariate techniques have allowed the reduction of a large number of analytes while
keeping only the significantly accumulated metabolites at a given p value [131]. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and t-test are the most-used univariate techniques in metabolomics.
Metabolic and mineral changes in response to salt stress were analyzed in genotypes of
Triticum turgidum ssp. Durum using two-way ANOVA in order to estimate the effects of
genotype, salt, and genotype × salt interaction in the metabolite response to salt stress [38].
Another statistical test commonly used is the Student’s t-test. The Student’s t-test has been
used to determine significant differences in the levels of phytohormones and other metabo-
lites between barley roots subjected to salinity stress [109] and normal roots. ANOVA and
Student’s t-test were used to assess the influence of alternative respiration pathways using
branched-chain amino acids after water stress in Arabidopsis thaliana [64]. Nevertheless,
metabolomic analyses usually generate a large number of compounds, which increases
the number of individual parametric tests. An increased number of individual t-tests or
ANOVAS can yield false positive results [90]. To correct this, a multiple-test rectification
method such as the Bonferroni and Benjamini–Hochberg corrections, aka the false discov-
ery rate (FDR), has been applied [13]. The p-values obtained from ANOVA and Student’s
t-test were corrected by Bonferroni’s test to assess the metabolome of corn hybrids [132].
Similarly, the response to drought of wheat leaf tissues was assessed using Student’s t-test
in conjunction with the Bonferroni false discovery rate [90]. Likewise, the Student t-test, p-
values were corrected with Bonferroni’s method to evaluate the metabolite profile of maize
leaves subjected to heat, drought and combined stress [6]. However, the normality and
homoscedasticity (equal variances) assumptions should be tested before using parametric
tests such as ANOVA and t-tests, especially in small datasets. If assumptions are not met,
non-parametric tests such as Mann–Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis should be used. Thus, the
differential metabolite profile of Camellia sinensis subjected to abiotic stress was assessed
using the Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric test [133].

5. Pathway Analysis

Differentially accumulated metabolites can be used for assessing significantly affected
pathways. A complete metabolic pathway analysis usually includes the observation of
interactions between genes, proteins, and metabolites within cells, tissues, or organs un-
der a biological treatment [134]. Thus, the metabolomic data acquired is usually added
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to transcriptomic and proteomic data to obtain a complete perception of the biological
processes [135]. However, metabolites alone can also provide pathway-related information
thanks to the development of databases such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genome (KEGG) which is able to map metabolites into pathways [136]. Metabolic path-
ways can be assessed from metabolomic data by overrepresentation analysis (OA). In an
OA, detected metabolites are mapped in potential pathways and the statistical significance
of each pathway is determined by incorporating the number of differentially accumulated
metabolites in a Fisher’s exact test or hypergeometric test [137]. Metabolite enrichment
and pathway studies are done using ad-hoc software to connect significant metabolites to
biochemical pathways using KEGG or other public databases [138]. The various methods
and software used for metabolite-based pathway analysis were reviewed elsewhere [137].
Some examples of KEGG usage are cited below [132], analyzed the metabolomic profile
of two cytotypes of Solidago canadensis, once the differentiated metabolites were obtained,
they used KEGG to find the significant metabolic pathways such as “diterpenoid, phenyl-
propanoid biosynthesis” as well as “flavone and flavonol and flavonoid biosynthesis”. In
the same field [139], they employed KEGG to map the metabolic pathways involved in
the biosynthesis of rotenoids from Mirabilis himalaic; the main metabolic pathway was that
of amino acids, especially phenylalanine, methionine and cysteine [65], used the KEGG
platform to identify the metabolic pathways related, to differential metabolites obtained
from roots and leaves, generated by drought in seven species of Triticeae, the metabolic
pathway identified was TCA, especially succinate. Currently, metabolomic studies follow
a sequence of steps (Figure 1) to provide broad and deep explanations of the biochemistry
of an organism.

1 
 

 

Figure 1. Synthesis of metabolic analysis.
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Table 2. Contributions to metabolomics for understanding abiotic stress in plants.

Species Name Type of Stress Solution Used Separation and Detection Data Treatment Tool for Data Analysis Database Reference

Musa spp. No stress Methanol-chloroform-
water GC-MS PCA, PLS-DA KEGG NIST, Wiley [50]

Eucaliptus globulus Drought and Heat
Stress

Methanol-chloroform-
water GC-MS ANOVA, PCA, sPLS R v3.1.2 VSN., United

Kingdom [125]

Triticum spp. Drought stress Methanol-chloroform GC-TOF-MS PCA, OPLS-DA KEGG EI-MS library [140]

Triticum
turgidum ssp. Durum Salt stress ——— GC-MS, HPLC ANOVA, PCA, t Student JMP software NIST 2011 [35]

Arabidopsis thaliana Drought stress Water, acetone GC-TOF-MS Welch’s t-test and FDR R GEO [141]

Oriza sativa cv.
Nipponbare Drought stress ——– GC-MS; LC-MS PCA ————— ——————- [142]

Triticeae Drought stress Methanol-water GC-MS PCA, PLS-DA; HCA R NIST, Wiley [65]

Hordeum spp. Salinity Stress ——- GC-MS, HPLC-MS ANOVA, t Student, FDR MetaboAnalyst 3.0 Uninformed [109]

Arabidopsis thaliana Low phosphorus
stress Methanol-water GC-TOF-MS, LC-q-TOF-MS PCA, FDR R and

Cytoscape Uninformed [110]

T. durum Desf. Cv.
Ofanto

Light stress and high
salinity

Methanol-water
Ethanol-water LC-UV-ESI-MS ANOVA y Pearson, heat map,

PCA, Venn diagrams. Multibase 2015 In-house
database [143]

Lycopersicon esculentum
Mill. Cv. Puhong 968

High-Temperature
stress

Trichloroacetic acid acetone.
Urea, dithiothreitol, CHAPS

y Tris.
Urea, thiourea, CHAPS.

BE y MS MALDI-TOF/TOF Duncan Uninformed
Bruker Online
Client software

suite
[144]

Arabidopsis thaliana Drought stress ——- GC-MS ANOVA, t de Student TAGFINDER 4.0 ArMet [64]

Zea mays Drought, heat and
combined stress ——– GC-MS

ANOVA, PCA, Tuckey, t de
Student, Bonferroni

correction, heat map.
R v3.1.1

Golm
Metabolome

Database
[6]

Lycopersicum esculentum
var

cerasiforme
Low oxygen stress Methanol-chloroform-

water GC-MS t de
Student, PLS-DA

Unscrambler v.10.2,
AMDIS

In-house
database [145]

Allium cepa Abiotic stress Methanol LC-MS/MS PCA, heat map Uninformed In-house
database [4]
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Table 2. Cont.

Species Name Type of Stress Solution Used Separation and Detection Data Treatment Tool for Data Analysis Database Reference

Arabidopsis thaliana Drought stress Methanol LC-MS/MS; LC-PDA-MS PCA, t de Student, heat
map.

SIMCA-P 11.5
MassLynx ver. 4.1

DROP Met
in PRIMe [49]

Vitis vinífera L. cv.
Shiraz y Cabernet

Sauvignon
Drought stress Methanol-chloroform-

water LC-MS/GC-MS t de Student, PCA,
OPLS-DA

R 3.0.1; R.
Cytoscape

NIST; RI
libraries [146]

Haberlea rhodopensis,
Thellungiella halophyla y

Arabidopsis thaliana

Low temperature
stress HCl, methanol, chloroform GC-MS PCA Metaboanalyst MPI Golm

Metabolome [147]

Oryza sativa L. Salt stress Methanol GC-MS t de
Student

Xcalibur
AMDIS

NIST; Mass spectra
library of the Max-

Planck-Institute
[148]

Selaginella lepidophylla Desiccation stress Methanol GC-MS, UHLC-MS-MS PCA, PLS-DA, Welch’s
t-test and FDR

KEGG
Plant Metabolic Network

(PMN)

In-house plant
database. [149]

Zea mays Drought stress Ribitol, chloroform, water GC-TOF-MS PCA, ANOVA, Bonferroni
test R-2.13.0

Golm
Metabolome;

ArMet
[150]

Triticum
cultivars Drought stress Methanol/ribitol-

norleucine GC-MS t Student, Bonferroni test. Xcalibur
VANTED

NIST; Mass spectra
library of the Max-

Planck-Institute
[90]

Thellungiella salsuginea
Arabidopsis thaliana No stress Ethanol, toluene HPAEC, HPLC Pearson in R statistic imzML Uninformed [151]

Arabidopsis thaliana Various abiotic
stresses ——— GC-MS PCA, heat map, ANOVA,

FDR, t de Student R NIST; Wiley [152]

Arabidopsis thaliana No stress ——— GC-TOF-MS PCA, FDR R,
TargetSearch package Uninformed [153]

Arabidopsis thaliana Salt stress Methanol, ribitol and
chloroform, water UPLC, GC-MS PCA AMDIS

Statistica Software v7.1 Uninformed [154]

Arabidopsis thaliana Freezing stress ———— GC-MS PCA, heat map, PLS, FDR R Golm
Metabolome [155]

OPLS-DA = orthogonal projections to discriminant analysis of latent structure; HCA = hierarchical cluster analysis; BE = two-dimensional electrophoresis; LC-PDA-MS = Liquid Chromatography Photodiode
Matrix Mass Spectrometry; HPAEC = high performance anion exchange chromatograph.
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6. Metabolomic Assessment of Abiotic Stress in Plants

Abiotic stress causes innumerable transformations in plant metabolisms, such as
disturbances in enzyme activities, high requirement for various metabolites, high levels
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or a composition of them [156,157]. Consequently, abi-
otic stresses alter cellular structures and impair key functions of plant physiology [158].
Among the predominant alterations, low photosynthetic capacity, attenuated development,
decrease in fertility and interruption of reproduction are found, causing a decrease in crop
yield [156,157]. Stress influences each species in different ways, and even under some
circumstances can be positive to obtain a desired crop response [159,160]. There are an
abundance of plant response mechanisms against environmental stresses [156].

Metabolomics is able to assist prominently in the analysis of stress biology in plants [15]
and has the potential to elucidate the mechanisms for tolerance to abiotic stress in plants [161].
Qualitative and quantitative studies of the metabolites of plants subjected to biotic and
abiotic stresses are not only descriptive, but may also reveal deep genetic and biochemical
mechanisms as responses of stressed plants, as well as distinguish the ability of plants to
resist and tolerate stress [15]. Plants under stressful abiotic factors can react with tolerance
or adaptation. Most metabolomics studies have focused on comparing the response of
stress-susceptible and stress-tolerant cultivars. In most studies, the role of amino acids as
osmoprotectants was confirmed but the importance of other metabolites including organic
acids, sugars and phenolic compounds in abiotic stress have been proposed for various
plants [162,163]. In general, the stressful situation appears to activate proline production,
while proline catabolism improves during stress recovery [156].

In the coming paragraphs, we briefly comment on topics about metabolomic studies
on important abiotic stress factors (drought, temperature, salt and oxidative stresses) with
emphasis on the most recent years.

7. Water Scarcity and Drought Stress

Drought stress is one of the most damaging stresses in plants, particularly in regions
with rain-based plant irrigation, generating dramatic changes in metabolism. Under water
scarcity, physiological adjustments tend to reduce water loss and increase water uptake,
which leads to metabolic consequences. Thereby, among biochemical responses is found
the accumulation of osmoregulators in order to maintain cell turgor [164], including sugars,
poyalcohols, polyamines and amino acids, mainly proline [163]. Thus, several metabolomic
studies have been carried out in leaf tissues regarding drought stress and proline accu-
mulation in dehydrated leaves resulted frequent [150,165,166]. Proline accumulation has
been also reported in a wide variety of plants under stresses which may lead to low water
availability, such as high salinity, heavy metals and low temperatures [156,165,167,168].

Most of the metabolomics analyses in plants were performed on aerial parts, mainly
leaves. Dehydration at the metabolomic level has been well studied in Arabidopsis thaliana
L. Under dehydration, ABA is generated, and the aerial part of this species accumulated
amino acids and polyamines under an ABA-dependent manner, as well as raffinose, which
was produced independently of this hormone [165]. Together with those biomarkers of
drought stress, under water scarcity, A. thaliana aerial parts also accumulated flavonols
and anthocyanins, which could indicate that these molecules can alleviate such stress [49].
Leaves are more affected by drought stress than other parts of the plant. For example,
drought led to stronger changes in composition of corn leaves when compared to other
organs [32,150]. In corn, the metabolites that accumulated most in the leaves were the
ringed amino acids (proline, tryptophan, phenylalanine and histidine), while pyruvic and
quinic acids decreased.

Metabolome affectation under water stress is dependent on genotype. Thus, although
some metabolite contents showed similar alterations in leaves of two wine cultivars (Shiraz
and Cabernet Sauvignon) [168], more metabolites were affected in the cv. Shiraz [168],
which showed less-adjusted stomatal regulation than the other cultivar. Nicotinate was
the only organic acid that increased in both cultivars, whereas glycerate and galactonate
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decreased. Furthermore, both genotypes experienced a marked increase in certain amino
acids (the drought stress-associated proline, and also threonine, tryptophan, valine, leucine
and phenylalanine) and changes in the phenylpropanoid pathway. Nevertheless, glutamine
increased in Shiraz and decreased in Cabernet Sauvignon.

Metabolomic tools have permitted the characterization of the response to stress of
specifically drought-susceptible (DS) and drought-tolerant (DT) cultivars and have al-
lowed the identification of potential biomarkers related with this type of stress. Thus,
metabolomics was used to compare DT and DS in wheat varieties. After drought stress
treatment, thymine, the aminoacids L-cysteinylglycine and fructoselysine, as well as a
series of phenolic compounds, accumulated higher in leaves in the DT variety than in the
DS one, whereas increased proline levels were observed in the DS variety only [34]. An-
other study on leaves of wheat cultivars under water scarcity [32] showed that tryptophan,
valine, and the TCA-cycle acids citric, fumaric and malic appeared in higher levels in the
DT cultivar when compared to the DS cultivar. Similarly, the DT cultivar significantly
accumulated alpha-tocopherol and the acids 3-hydroxy propanoic, gluconic, glycolic, citric
and isocitric, whereas the DS cultivar accumulated both alpha- and gamma- tocopherols
as well as gluconic and malic acids. Regarding sugars, the concentrations of nigrose, se-
duheptose and galactose were enhanced in DS, whereas glucose, fructose and galactose
levels increased in DT. Similarly, in both leaves and roots of peanuts submitted to drought
stress, metabolomics analysis showed that pentitol, phytol, xylonic acid, d-xylopyranose,
stearic acid and D-ribose were important drought-response metabolites [33]. Agmatine
and cadaverine were present only in DT during drought. Additionally, polyphenols such
as syringic acid and vanillic acid were more accumulated in DT than in DS peanuts, while
catechin production was higher in DS than in DT during drought.

Regarding metabolic pathways, a metabolite profiling analysis in leaves of wild
soybean suggested that the TCA-cycle was enhanced in DT whereas it was inhibited in
the common DS under drought stress [169]. γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), asparagine and
methionine increased significantly in DT but not in DS. Organic acids, such as galactonic,
glucoheptonic, malonic and glycolic acids, increased significantly in DT. Unsaturated
fatty acids, including linolenic and linoleic acids, accumulated significantly in DT. In
addition, secondary antioxidant metabolites, including 5-methoxytryptamine and fluorine,
accumulated significantly in DT. Furthermore, the aromatic aminoacid phenylalanine and
phenolic compounds (ferulic acid, salicylic acid and 4-hydroxycinnamic acid) increased
significantly in DT. Other metabolites, including glucose-1-phosphate, D-fructose 1, 6-
bisphosphate, pyruvic acid, D-glyceric acid, oxalic acid and 2-methylfumarate, increased
significantly in both DT and DS cultivars. Similarly, amino acids, including proline, glycine,
serine, valine, beta-alanine, threonine and isoleucine, accumulated significantly in both DT
and DS.

The temporal dynamics of metabolite reprograming of DT and DS cultivars under
drought stress has also been studied by metabolomic tools. In Tibetan hulless barley,
both types of cultivars responded to drought stress by accumulating flavonoids and glyc-
erophospholipids compounds within one hour [31]. However, the number of differentially
accumulated metabolites decreased in DS over time but increased in DT. In DT, the differ-
entially accumulated metabolites after 8 h of drought stress were quite different from those
identified at the previous hours suggesting a specific metabolite reprograming aimed to
cope with drought stress.

Under osmotic stress (associated to drought stress), various plant species such as
barley usually show an increase in L-proline together with other metabolites, including
various osmoprotectants like mannitol [170]. Interestingly, a DS barley genotype showed
the highest increase in the levels of most metabolite-except mannitol-and decreased levels
of maltose, when compared to the stable contents in other genotypes. In both DS and DT
wild genotypes tested, there was a decrease of the TCA cycle metabolite 2 α—ketoglutaric –
acid from which proline proceeds- and xylitol.
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The nature of drought (cyclic vs. acute), as well as its frequency and severity, may
also affect the degree of osmotic adjustment and the nature of the organic solutes that are
accumulated. In Populus deltoides L. leaves, whereas cyclic drought induced the largest
responses in primary metabolism (soluble sugars, organic acids and amino acids), acute
onset of prolonged drought induced the greatest osmotic adjustment and largest responses
in secondary metabolism, especially populosides (hydroxycinnamic acid conjugates of
salicin). [30]. In rice, a combination of metabolomics with proteomics revealed that, under
abrupt drought-flood alternation stress, energy metabolism pathways and reactive oxygen
species (ROS) changed strongly, leading to grain yield reduction [171].

Metabolomics has been the basis of several mixed omics studies. The combination of
metabolomics and proteomics allowed to assess the recovery of Eucaliptus globulus L. [125]
or the response of DT and DS spring-wheat cultivars [172] to water stress. In this case, leaves
of the DS cultivar showed increased levels of amino acids such as proline, methionine,
arginine and lysine. However, only two pathways were affected in the DT cultivar, one
of them being purine metabolism. Similarly, transcriptomics and metabolomics studies
revealed that ABA, aminoacids and organic acids accumulated in leaves of both DS and
DT sesame varieties but the DT variety showed higher levels of ABA, proline, arginine,
lysine, aromatic and branched chain amino acids, GABA, saccharopine, 2-aminoadipate
and allantoin than the DS under the stress condition [173].

From a practical point of view, drought favors the obtaining of several secondary
metabolites like complex phenols, terpenes and alkaloids. For example, under drought
stress, phenolics increased in Hypericum polyanthemum [174], Oryza sativa [175], Salvia
officinalis [176] and Hordeum vulgare [177], and monoterpenes or terpenoids rose in these
last two species, respectively [177,178]. However, the stress generally caused a reduction
in the plant biomass.

Drought stress usually leads to heat stress due to the decrease of transpirational
cooling. Most of the physiological, biochemical and metabolic changes observed under
drought and heat stresses were reversed upon recovery in Eucalyptus globulus Labill [125]
and rice (Oryza sativa L.) [179]. In rice flag leaves at the flowering statage, many compounds
with after-stress altered concentration reached original levels after rehydration. Thus, 60 h
after rewatering, some primary organic acids (such as the TCAs isocitric, and citric, and
glyceric acid) increased, and glucose, raffinose, glycine, N-carboxiglycine and proline
decreased. Proline decreased more in drought-tolerant cultivars. The behavior of several
metabolites was generally shared in early grain-filling flag leaves after stress and rewatering
(the TCAs isocitric and citric, and proline).

Drought and heat stress affected soybean (Glycine max L.) leaf metabolomics [180]. The
levels of glycolisis intermediates (pyruvate, glucose, dihydroxyacetone phosphate) were
dramatically reduced, whereas those from TCA-cycle metabolites (malate, succinate, alpha-
ketoglutarate, citrate) were significantly decreased. Pyruvate decrease can be the cause
of the affectation of the biosynthesis of phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine, isoleucine
and alanine. Nevertheless, the oxaloacetate (a metabolite from TCA cycle) and its amino-
acidic derivatives methionine and lysine also decreased. Similarly, sugar alcohols such
as mannitol and galactitol were reduced as a result of temperature stress. In maize, the
combination of drought and cold stresses was assayed and led to a multi-faceted metabolic
response that revealed an ABA-dependent acclimation mechanism [34].

8. Temperature Stress

Plants are committed to a wide variety of factors, and one of the primary agents
that constitute the organization and fate of plants is temperature stress, which comprises
both high and low temperature stresses and is judged to be the major abiotic stress for
seedlings [181,182]. Temperature stress is of interest to plant researchers due to climate
change, which adversely affects crop productivity worldwide [183,184]. The increase in
temperature is capable of damage essential physiological issues like the balanced relation-
ship between primary and secondary metabolites with hormones, or the correspondence
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between water and membrane consistency, respiration and photosynthesis [185]. The
generated disruptions impair metabolic development reducing plant growth and altering
its development, and ultimately results in little economic benefit.

Various studies have been carried out recently on metabolomic responses to cold stress
(tomato, wheat, maize, miscanthus) [29,186–189], including several medicinal plants [190],
but Arabidopsis thaliana is the species traditionally more studied on such respects. In this
grass, cold stress generates increases in most of its metabolites, including proline, sugars
and TCA-cycle intermediates [191]. A biomarker candidate of cold tolerance in Arabidopsis
resulted to be raffinose [155,192], although the general response depends on ecotypes. In
this species, most of its heat shock metabolite responses were shared with those caused by
cold, such as increases of amino acids derivated from pyruvate and the TCA-cycle [193].

Heat is an important abiotic stress continuously affecting crops in many countries,
as worldwide temperatures are increasing. Heat stress in plants causes the overproduc-
tion of phenolic metabolites, phenylpropanoids and flavonoids [28]. In tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum L.) leaves, both the suppression and overexpression of the heat stress factor
B1 (HsfB1) enhanced the plant thermotolerance by different means. The overexpression
of HsfB1 caused the accumulation of products of the phenylpropanoid and flavonoid
pathways, including several caffeoyl quinic acid isomers [29]. However, tomato leaves
with suppressed HsfB1 showed an accumulation of the polyamine putrescine and the
sugars sucrose and glucose. Therefore, heat-tolerance was not specific to one metabolite
group. Thus, affectations in respiratory pathways at substrate level were detected by
means of metabolomics and transcriptomics, which revealed the differential response of
Arabidopsis thaliana leaves to heat stress caused by prolonged warming or by heat shocks.
Prolonged warming enhanced the glycolysis pathway but inhibited the TCA-cycle, while a
heat shock significantly limited the conversion of pyruvate into acetyl coenzyme A [194],
then also negatively affecting TCA-cycle, but not, in such a measure, glycolysis. Moreover,
in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) subjected to high temperature stress, the flag leaves after
10 days of anthesis showed a general increase in pipecolate and L-tryptophan, whereas
anthranilate and drummondol decreased. The metabolic pathways most impaired by high
temperature stress were the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites and the aminoacyl-tRNA
pathway [195].

Similarly, metabolomic tools have permitted the assessment of the metabolite dy-
namics of heat-tolerant and heat-sensitive plants in response to heat stress. A recent
metabolomic study showed a two-step response of Pinus radiata to heat stress with the
metabolite profile of leaves significantly changing after a 3-day heat-stress to activate a
long-term plant response to stress. Cytokinins (CKs), fatty acid metabolism and flavonoid
and terpenoid biosynthesis were the most important pathways involved in heat-stress
response. Additionally, L-phenylalanine, hexadecanoic acid, and dihydromyricetin were
identified as potential biomarkers for heat toletrant plants.

In spite of the described metabolic changes, it seems that pollen is more resistant
to heat stress than tissues. In tomato pollen heat stress did not lead to the detection of
differential metabolites [186].

Heat stress has been studied in combination with salt stress in lablab bean (Dolichos
lablab) seedlings, which were pretreated at 35 ◦C and 100 mM NaCl and then exposed
to 45 ◦C for 5 h and restored to 25 ◦C. Such treatment generated higher levels of pro-
line, ascorbate peroxidase, glutathione reductase, peroxidase, ascorbate, glutathione, and
sugars [196].

9. Salt Stress

High concentrations of salts in the soil trigger various damages to the plant, avoiding
absorption of water (thus generating secondarily water deficiency stress) and nutrients
(for example, potassium), thereby hindering anabolic pathways like photosynthesis and
protein biosynthesis [197]. Salinity is one of the main factors causing abiotic stress in plants.
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Targeted metabolomics has assessed the phytohormone response to salt stress in
roots and shoots form Arabidopsis seedlings [198], while a non-targeted approach in maize
(Zea mays L.), revealed that the metablomic changes in roots were negligible [199]. Simi-
larly, metabolomics allowed to understand the response to salt stress of salinity-resistant
transgenic tobacco plants [200]. The transgenic plants increased the contents of proline,
glutathione and trehalose, whereas the pentose phosphate pathway was stimulated, which
may be associated to the observed decrease in fructose.

Metabolomes in response to salt stress were compared between species. Thus, the
metabolome of 1-month cucumber and tomato plantlets under stress was different as the
content of saponins, proline and total antioxidant capacity was reduced more notably
in tomato as compared to cucumber. However, the levels of phenolics and flavonoids
increased in both plants with a higher increase in tomato compared to cucumber [201].

Comparative metabolomics was also performed between two related species, Thel-
lungiella halophila L. (extremophyla) and Arabidopsis thaliana, under high salt concentrations.
Both species showed increased levels of proline and sugars, but with higher concentrations
in the halophyte, suggesting its priming for salt tolerance [202]. Comparisons were made
in halophyte species of the same genus. Thus, a differential response to salinity was ob-
served in roots of Salicornia brachiata, S. maritima and S. portulacastrum. The level of proline
increased with NaCl concentration in S. portulacastrum and S. maritima, whereas glycine, be-
taine and polyols were accumulated in S. maritima and S. brachiata. Moreover, in S. brachiata,
the amount of flavonoids and other phenolic compounds increased in presence of NaCl,
whereas these metabolites were down regulated in S. portulacastrum, who accumulated
carotenoids [36].

Genotypes belonging to the same species were also contrasted. Recently, [35] in-
vestigated the metabolomic changes in five genotypes of Triticum durum Desf. exposed
to different concentrations of NaCl. All genotypes showed an accumulation in shoots
of proline and the depletion of organic acids, including TCA-cycle intermediates, at the
highest salt concentration (200 mM), a situation that resembles oxygen depletion as that
caused by flood. Also, there were a number of metabolites that accumulated depending
on the genotype, especially GABA, threonine, leucine, glutamic acid, glycine, mannose
and fructose. This fact suggests an association of the accumulated metabolites with the
different tolerance of genotypes to salinity.

Similarly, metabolomics have contributed to a characterization of salt-tolerant (ST)
varieties. However, ST biomarkers vary for different cultivars as each cultivar can cope
differently under stress conditions. Sánchez et al. [203] subjected aerial parts of Lotus
japonicus L. seedlings to salinity and observed a decrease in asparagine and glutamine—
which are the primary products of nitrogen assimilation–and an increase in glucuronic
and gulonic acids, as well as ononitol, threonine and serine. These last three analytes also
increased in a later experiment [204], together with other analytes, in both ST and salt
sensitive (SS) Lotus species (three tolerant, three sensitive) under salinity stress. However,
the levels of organic acids, including threonic acid and the TCA-cycle acids malic, succinic
and citric, decreased with low salinity in all genotypes. In spite of the generalities, SS
genotypes had few specific alterations (for example, gulonic acid increased and aspartic
acid decreased) and the tolerant genotypes increased in asparagine. In a similar experiment
in barley [205] the more tolerant cultivar showed increased concentrations of hexose
phosphates and TCA-cycle intermediates. In another study in barley, roots of the ST
genotype showed increased proline and carbohydrates [98]. In rice leaves, salinity stress
increased the levels of serotonin and gentisic acid of ST varieties [206].

Metabolomics has also been used to specifically characterize the plant response to
stress caused by the presence of different levels of salt, showing a differential accumulation
of metabolites according to the levels of salt. In a study in maize, the salt-resistance mecha-
nisms in leaves were the most effective at low salt-stress levels in a a SS genotype when
compared with the ST [199]. Additionally, the levels of quinic, 1,3-O-dicaffeoylquinic, 1,4-
O-dicaffeoylquinic, chlorogenic and neochlorogenic acids were increased in flower samples
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of Lonicerae Japonicae Flos under low salt conditions (100 mM NaCl). Similarly, the levels
of flavonoids such as luteoloside, quercetin, luteolin-5-O-β-D-glucopyranoside, lonicerin
and flavoyadorinin-B increased under low salt conditions. In addition to the changes
observed under low salt conditions, accumulation of caffeic acid, 1,3-O-dicaffeoylquinic
acid, chlorogenic acid, 1,4-O-dicaffeoylquinic acid and the flavonoids, luteolin-5-O-β-
D-glucopyranoside, lonicerin, and flavoyadorinin-B, were observed under medium salt
conditions (200 Mm NaCl). High salt conditions (300 mM NaCl) caused a reduction in
quinic acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid, isochlorogenic acid A, isochlorogenic acid C, luteolin-
5-O-β-D-glucopyranoside, lonicerin, flavoyadorinin-B, isoquercitrin and astragalin [207].
Further, in a recent study in bananas (Musa acuminata L. Barangan), in vitro cultured shoots
were submitted to 100 mM NaCl, and alcohols disappeared [208]. With 150 mM NaCl,
phenols also disappeared. It is possible that such absences were due processes of esterifica-
tion produced under such conditions, since when 0.50, 100, 150 and 200 mM of NaCl were
applied, the metabolites that most increased were the esters.

The effects of the salt-exposure length on plants have also been assessed by metabolomics.
In general, metabolite reprograming after an initial exposure to salt stress has been the key
difference between ST and SS plant varieties. A recent study [209] showed a total of 13 stress-
related metabolites including piperidine, L-tryptophan, L-glutamic acid, L-saccharopine,
L-phenylalanine, 6-methylcoumarin, cinnamic acid, inosine 5′-monophosphate, aminoma-
lonic acid, 6-aminocaproic acid, putrescine, tyramine and abscisic acid were the main
metabolites differentially accumulated in hulless barley leaves regardless of the salt-
tolerance level. However, the high tolerance of the ST cultivar was due to a metabolic repro-
gramming at key stress times (48–72 h exposure to stress) and nine salt-tolerance biomarkers
including pyridoxine O-glucoside, L-alanine, hesperetin O-malonylhexoside, kynurenic
acid O-hexside, 2′-deoxyadenosine-5′-monophosphate, 4-hydroxy-7-methoxycoumarin-
beta-rhamnoside, nicotinate ribonucleoside, chrysoeriol 6-C-hexoside 8-C-hexoside-O-
hexoside and 7-hydroxycoumarin-beta-rhamnoside were proposed [210]. Similarly, the
content of sucrose decreased, whereas the content of organic acids such as L-malic acid and
2-oxoglutaric acid increased in roots of sugar beet seedlings after 1 day of salt stress. How-
ever, the levels of betaine, melatonin, and (S)-2-aminobutyric acid increased significantly
after 7 days of salt stress [211]. Results suggest a metabolite reprograming from short-term
to long-term mechanisms for tolerance to salt stress, similar to what was reported in plants
as Pinus radiata under heat stress [212,213]. In a 7-day study of the metabolomic profile rice
cells cultured in 10 mM NaCl solution, the more prominent metabolite content changes
were a rapid increase in glucose and a later-end decrease in 2-amino butyric acid [148]. The
amino acids that had the highest growth were ornithine at the beginning and proline at
the end of the studied period. With 100 mM salt, results were not the same, registering
increases in proline, cysteine, threonine, methionine, isoleucine, mannose, gentibiose and
fructose 6-P. In roots of tolerant rice cultivars, there was an increase in amino acids and a
decrease in organic acids (including TCA intermediates) [206]. In in vitro Spinacia oleracea
L. sprouts, as salt stress increased, the contents of sodium ions also increased, but not that
of K+ and Ca++ ions significantly decreased. However, in the cultures with higher salt
concentration, Na+ and K+ ions in tissues increased [210]. Other changes observed in these
in vitro cultures were increased osmotic adjustment due to elevated levels of soluble sugars
and antioxidant enzyme activity. The metabolite that accumulated significantly more was
20-hydroxyecdysone, when the salt concentration was high.

Metabolomic techniques have also been used to assess the effect of treatments to in-
crease salt tolerance in plats. Metabolic profiling of tomato leaves allowed the identification
of the reprogramming of a wide range of metabolites in response to Omeprazole treat-
ment [214]. Omeprazole increased the plant’s tolerance to salt-stress and caused in leaves
hormonal changes such as an increase in abscisic acid, decrease in auxins and cytokinin,
and a reduction in gibberellic acid. Additionally, polyamine conjugates, alkaloids and
sesquiterpene lactones accumulated in response to Omeprazole. Results suggested that
Omeprazole acted as a hormone that elicited an improved tolerance to salinity stress.
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10. Oxidative Stress

Oxidative stress is a critical latent factor which can be caused secondarily by abiotic
and biotic stresses and is also an important conditioning agent of plant development
in the field [215]. Most of the metabolites induced by abiotic stress show antioxidative
activity in vitro [216] and their roles in vivo are being studied. Oxidative stress in plants is
produced by metabolic changes due to the overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS),
which cause the oxidative deterioration of cellular structures such as lipids, proteins and
DNA [217]. Glutathione is an important antioxidant and protect cells against ROS [218].
As a consequence, glutathione is an important mediator in several plant stresses [219–221].
Glutathione lacking and overexpressing Arabidopsis thaliana genotypes exposed to direct
oxidative stress (induced by methyl violet) [110] showed the same growth as control
plants. Glutathione lacking mutants overexpressed, for example, flavonoids, and transcriptomic
analyses demonstrated a glutathione-independent reconfiguration of their metabolic networks.

Among abiotic stresses generating a secondary oxidative stress is found UV-radiation.
This generates ROS and the biochemical responses of the plant include protection against
both radiation and oxidation, as occurs in Pinus radiata [222]. In oxidative stress studies,
metabolomic tools have allowed the assessment of plants tolerant to mineral stresses.
Minerals such as cadmium can produce oxidative stress in plants and cause accumulation
of reactivate oxygen species that induce damage in macromolecules such as DNA [223].
Species such as Brassica napus L. are tolerant to high concentrations of cadmium and can
be used for soil bioremediation. Recently, metabolomic studies showed that cadmium-
tolerant plants usually accumulate higher concentrations of unsaturated fatty acids and
inositol-derived signaling metabolites in leaves when compared to sensitive varieties [224].
A phytotoxicity analysis using metabolomics have also allowed identification of plants that
can cause damage to human health. Thus, the exposure of wheat plants to typical chlori-
nated organophosphate esters caused the translocation of the compounds in different parts
of the plants and an increase in respiration and production of antioxidative metabolites of
different compounds [225]. In the same way, leaves of cucumber exposed to silver ions and
nanoparticles showed oxidative stress and responded with antioxidant production and
enhanced oxygen consumption [101].

11. Future Perspectives

The integration of libraries of different omics to construct systematic backgrounds has
lead, for example, to the development of metabolomic quantitative trait loci maps [226].
Metabolomics-assisted biological engineering to obtain plant stress tolerances is a promis-
ing field (reviewed by [227]). More concretely, the studies of plant metabolomics in these
two decades have developed considerably thanks to technologies such as mass spectrom-
etry, which has become a powerful tool that contributes to the explanation of essential
biological processes related to the plant world. Future perspectives of metabolomics are
oriented to the construction of mega-libraries of metabolites to determine and interpret the
configuration of compounds, establishing and adjusting the spectral singularities of the
metabolites evaluated with cured spectra of observation patterns. Another activity, in the
same line of action that researchers should carry out, is to provide databases that allow
functional comparisons and integration of metabolites of higher plant species to improve
productivity and adaptability of crops to the environment. One of the most pressing
perspectives for metabolomics is the development of bioinformatic software to purify the
metabolites in order to confirm the nature of the compounds in the existing databases.
Last, but not least, researchers of this omic technology must strengthen the research groups
dedicated to the study of plant metabolites by being more careful and stricter in the whole
process of analysis and identification of plant metabolites.
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